Abstract-We construct Boolean functions whose non-trivial restrictions are either highly nonlinear with respect to the WalshHadamard or the negahadamard transform. We generalise these properties, identify group actions that preserve them, and obtain complementary sets from our functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates spectral properties of basic classes of Boolean function. Typical cryptanalysis considers WalshHadamard spectra of Boolean functions, and we examine spectra with respect to more general transform sets. This is one in a series of papers that tackles such ideas [2] , [4] , [8] - [10] . We also propose two new types of multivariate complementary set to add to the one proposed in [7] . The first construction generates Boolean functions whose restrictions remain highly nonlinear with respect to the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT). We then modify the construction so that, instead, the restrictions remain highly nonlinear with respect to the negahadamard transform (NHT). Re-expressing these results in terms of unitary matrices facilitates a significant generalisation, where each of the two constructions is shown to retain its spectral properties with respect to an infinite class of unitary transforms. We highlight unitary group actions that preserve the spectral properties of the two constructions, and show that each of the two constructions leads to a new type of multivariate complementary set.
II. BACKGROUND
Denote the set of Boolean functions in m variables by B m . Let S ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , m−1} := {s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s t−1 } be an ordered set of size t ≤ m, and letS := {0, 1, . . . , m − 1} \ S. Let x S := (x s0 , x s1 , . . . , x st−1 ) ∈ F t 2 . For f ∈ B m , and a ∈ F t 2 , a constant, the restriction of f (x) to x S = a is denoted by f a,S ∈ B m−t , and satisfies f a,S (xS) = f (x) if x S = a, and is undefined otherwise. The Walsh-Hadamard spectrum of f a,S is defined as
where w ∈ F m−t 2
, and x · w := m−1 i=0 x i w i . DenoteF 'nl' is not so useful for comparing nonlinearities over all choices of S, so instead we propose peak-to-average power ratio, P H (f ), wheref := (−1) f ,
and nl(f a,S ) = 2
Define peak-to-average power ratio over all restrictions off by P P H (f a,S ) ,
irrespective of the size of n relative to m 1 .
III. CONSTRUCTIONS
A. Construction II Let K := {K 0 , K 1 , . . . , K m−1 } be an m-wise partition of {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, where
x i x l ∈ B n , and K := 
For f ′ so constructed, we can show that
We defer proofs of (3) and (6) until the end of Section IV. For n ≫ m, Construction II generates functions, f ′ , whose nontrivial restrictions are highly nonlinear with respect to the WHT. Proposition 38 of [1] is a sub-case of Construction II, where deg(f ) ≤ 2, and all k j are equal.
Example:
Let f :
f 00,{0,1} = f 10,{0,1} = f 00,{0,2} = f 11,{0,2} = f 01,{1,2} = 0, f 01,{0,1} = x 2 , f 11,{0,1} = x 2 + 1, f 10,{0,2} = f 01,{0,2} = x 1 , f 10,{1,2} = x 0 , f 11,{1,2} = x 0 +1, f 000,{0,1,2} = f 100,{0,1,2} = f 010,{0,1,2} = f 001,{0,1,2} = f 101,{0,1,2} = f 111,{0,1,2} = 0, f 110,{0,1,2} = f 011,{0,1,2} = 1.
Computations give, ∀a,
B. Construction III
Define the negahadamard spectrum of f a,S as
where i := √ −1 and 'wt(.)' denotes Hamming weight. DenoteF
} as the set of 2 t negahadamard spectra of the restrictions of f (x) to x S . Define peak-toaverage power ratio off a,S with respect to the NHT by,
and peak-to-average power ratio over all restrictions off by
For f ∈ B n , we can show that
So, for n ≫ m, Construction III generates functions, f ′ , whose restrictions are highly nonlinear with respect to the NHT.
Example (continued):
One can verify that P r N ( f ) = P r N (f ) = 2, in agreement with (6) .
In Section V we establish peak-to-average properties of Constructions II and III with respect to an infinitely larger set of transforms than just WHT and NHT. To do so we first recastF 
whereF H a,S ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗m−t , and
H is the l-fold tensor product of H with itself, such that the wth element of F H a,S is given byF
being in the jth position from the left (numbering from zero). 
is given byF
Similarly, for S = {1}, we getF Computing over all subsets, S, we establish, as before, that P r H (f ) = 4, where the maximum occurs for S = {1}.
2 A unitary matrix, U , satisfies U U † = I for I the identity.
Define 4) , the NHT of f a,s ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗m−t is given bỳ
The concatenation ofF N a,S , ∀a ∈ F t 2 , is given bỳ Example (continued): For S = {2},
Therefore, 
For W a set of 2 m × 2 m unitaries, define peak-to-average power ratio off with respect to W by
Let D be the set of all 2 n × 2 n unitaries where any member of D only has one non-zero entry per row and column. Let U be a set of 2 n × 2 n unitaries, and DU be the set of 2 n × 2 n unitaries, {DW }, D ∈ D, W ∈ U. Then, for h ∈ B n ,
We abbreviate, ∀D ∈ D, this equivalence by DU ≃ U, and DUh ≃ Uh.
Proof of (3) and (6)-sketch:
′ ≃ H OVf and N V` f ≃ N OVf , so over all choices for V , the spectral elements with respect to the WHT (resp. NHT) of the restrictions off ′ (resp. f ), comprise, to within phase and position, multiplicities of the spectral elements with respect to the WHT (resp. NHT) of the restrictions off , where magnitudes are unchanged 4 .
V. GENERALISED NONLINEARITIES
For V a set of 2×2 unitaries we say that W ∈ V ⊗n iff W = ⊗ n−1 j=0 U j , and U j ∈ V. Using this notation, P {I,H} ⊗m (f ) = P r H (f ), and P {I,N } ⊗m (f ) = P r N (f ). Let V II := { cos θ sin θ sin θ − cos θ , ∀θ ∈ R} and V III := { cos θ i sin θ sin θ −i cos θ , ∀θ ∈ R} be infinite sets of 2 × 2 unitaries, called type-II, and type-III unitaries, respectively [2] , [8] , [9] . We can show that
By (10), Equations (11) and (12) have (3) and (6), respectively, as special cases as, for any S ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, H S ∈ {I, H} ⊗n ⊂ {DV ⊗n II , ∀D ∈ D} and N S ∈ {I, N } ⊗n ⊂ {DV ⊗n III , ∀D ∈ D}. To sketch proofs for (11) and (12), we introduce Type-I unitaries,
Let #(h) be the number of non-zero elements ofh. The following results are critical to our proofs.
Remark 1: Every entry of every matrix in V ⊗n I has the same magnitude.
Proof for (11)-sketch: From (13) and Remark 1, it follows that P V 
VI. GROUP ACTIONS PRESERVING NONLINEARITY
Constructions II and III givef ′ and f , for which (11) and (12) hold, respectively. Furthermore, groups exist under whose action properties (11) and (12) are preserved. First we establish matrix representations for these groups.
Affine group
Two Boolean functions f, g ∈ B n are affine equivalent if
for A a binary invertible n × n matrix, b, d ∈ F n 2 and c ∈ F 2 . We recast affine equivalence by the affine group in matrix form. Let X := ( 0 1 1 0 ), Z := 
i.e. elements of X k j are one at positions (z, uz) and zero otherwise, ∀z ∈ F 2 2 -(one should remember that matrix
⊗2 is a 2 2 ×2 2 matrix with both rows and columns indexed by elements from F 2 2 ). Define matrix group 5 ,
Extended orthogonal group
The functions f, g ∈ B n are extended orthogonal equivalent if (15) , and z = (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) T .
Based on Theorem 19 of [5] , the orthogonal group has the following unitary representation for n > 4,
where P j,k is the 4 × 4 permutation matrix swapping tensor positions j and k, i.e. P j,k := T . Repeated action of P j,k at various pairs, j, k, generates the symmetric group, S n . The extended orthogonal group, E n , for n > 4, has the following matrix representation, Type-II invariance V II is a group so
In general there exist W ∈ {I, H} ⊗n and h ∈ B n , such that h = Wf ′ . But it is currently unclear to us whether ∃W ∈ {DV ⊗n II , ∀D ∈ D}, W ∈{I, H} ⊗n , such thath = Wf ′ .
Proof of (17)-sketch: One can verify that
, and the proof follows, like (11), by Remark 1 and (13).
Type-III invariance
Proof of (18)-sketch: One can verify that
f , and the proof follows, like (12), by remark 1 and (14). 5 We use ' * ' to encompass group generators, as ' * ' is used in this paper for 'expansion'.
⊗n , with respect to a set, W, of 2 n × 2 n unitaries is defined by the property,
whereF W,j = Wf j . Previous work [7] proposed Construction I for a set of functions, h ∈ F n 2 , where, for n = tm,
where
, are permutations, and g i (z i ) ∈ B m . These functions satisfy
is a type-I complementary set of size 2 m . Constructions II and III similarly lead to complementary sets. For y = (y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y m−1 ), y j = i∈Kj x i , let Observe that the upper bounds of (11) and (12) follow immediately from the fact that C 
VIII. FINAL COMMENTS
Construction II may be a step towards the difficult problem of constructing cryptographically-interesting 'k-normal' Boolean functions, k ≪ n/2, for which infinite constructions do not yet exist [3] , [6] , where any function affineequivalent to such a function remains nonlinear up to kthorder restrictions. In contrast, Construction II yields a basic class of functions whose non-trivial restrictions only remain nonlinear up to extended-orthogonal equivalence, where the extended-orthogonal group is a subgroup of the affine group. Construction III is a generalisation of the class of affine functions. The constructions and properties mentioned herein focus on Boolean functions, but all results carry over, without modification, to generalised Boolean functions, where one constructs, fromf : F The set of functions constructed using (19) is much larger than that constructed using (2) or (5) 6 , even if one takes
